Colorectal cancer screening in evolution: Japan and the USA.
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the most common cancers in both Japan and the USA. Age-adjusted incidence of CRC has been in decline in the USA since 1985, while rates in Japan have been increasing. The decline in the USA is commonly attributed to CRC screening programs but there is little direct evidence to support this assertion. The current screening recommendations in the USA cover several options including colonoscopy and computerized tomographic colonography (CTC). The Japanese CRC screening program is centered on fecal immunochemistry testing (FIT). The US government Medicare program's approval of colonoscopy as a primary screening test has lead to a large increase in the number of patients undergoing the procedure. However, the benefit achieved from this change in screening program emphasis is not clear. Simulation models demonstrate that a screening program centered on FIT achieves 94% of the benefit that an all-colonoscopy program is able to accomplish but at a lower cost per life year gained. Clinical studies of colonoscopy have failed to demonstrate the 76-90% declines in CRC incidence predicted by the National Polyp Study published in 1993. A potential reason for this failure is the quality of colonoscopy performance. Until more compelling data becomes available demonstrating the utility of colonoscopy as a primary screening modality, there is little incentive to alter the proven cost-effective approach to CRC screening currently in practice in Japan.